1 Sur les fonctions-vecteurs complètement additives, Bull. Acad. Sci. URSS. Sér. Math. vol. 4 (1940) pp. 465-478. In a subsequent paper with the same title, in the same journal (vol. 10 (1946) pp. 277-279), Liapounoff gave a very elegant example to show that neither convexity nor closure can always be asserted in the infinite-dimensional case. Related questions for finitely additive measures have been discussed by A. Sobczyk and P. C. Hammer, The ranges of additive set functions, Duke Math. J. vol. 11 (1944) Soc. vol. 53 (1947) pp. 13&-141. I am indebted to Professors B0rge Jessen and Jean Dieudonné for calling my attention to the fact that the statement and proof of Lemma 5 of that paper are wrong. The error in the proof is the implicit assumption that if S is covered by sets of the form UC\ V then the intersection of any U that occurs with any V that occurs is also a set of the covering. It is not difficult to show that the conclusion of Lemma 5 holds if and only if every closed set of either of the two given topologies is compact with respect to the other. It follows that if, for instance, the given topologies are Hausdorff then the conclusion holds if and only if they are identical. 4 For the notion of total variation, as well as all other concepts and results of elementary measure theory, see S. Saks, Theory of the integral, Warsaw, 1937, chaps. I and 2.
A measurable set E is an atom of fx if fx(E) 5*0 and if for every measurable set FQE either ix(F)-0 or fx(F) =/*(£)• The measure JU is purely atomic if there exists a sequence {E n } of pairwise disjoint measurable sets such that-X"= UjSnand every E n is an atom of each Hi, i = l, • • • , N; ix is purely non-atomic if none of its coordinates M»-(i -1, • • • , N) has any atoms.
The measure p is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure v if |/x*(E)| =0 for every measurable set £ for which |P*CE)| =0 (that is, if the numerical measure |M*| is absolutely continuous with respect to the numerical measure | *>*| ). A necessary and sufficient condition that \x be absolute continuous with respect to v is that for every €>0 there exist a ô>0 such that |/**(£)| <e for every measurable set E for which | *>*(£) | <5. For any two measures /* and v there exists a measurable set JEO such that |^*(£o)| =0 and |M*(£-£o)|=Ofor every measurable set E for which |P*0E)| =0, that is, the measure fx', defined by ix'(E) =/i(E -Eo), is absolutely continuous with respect to v.
A measure fi is semi-convex if every measurable set E contains a measurable set F for which fx(F) =/*(E)/2. For any measure JX and measurable set E let K(jx, E) be the class of all real-valued measurable functions 0 on E for which 0^#(#)<1 and fx({x:<j>(x)<X}) =X/x(£) for O^X^l. A measure fx is convex if for every measurable set E the class K(fx t E) is not empty. PROOF. There is no loss of generality in considering non-negative measures only. Let M be a non-negative semi-convex measure, let £ be any measurable set, and let {£ n } be a sequence of sets with the property described in Lemma 1. If The extension of (3) to values of X which are not dyadically rational is an immediate consequence of the countable additivity of p. (
LEMMA 3. Let ^ be a non-negative convex measure and let E be any measurable set. If <t>Ç.K(ix, E) and if v is a measure absolutely continuous with respect to ix then v({x:<t>(x)
<X}i) C(0)=Eand C(l) = F. (ii) M (C(X)) = (l-~X)/i(£)+XAi(F).
(iii) If ix is also non-negative and if v is absolutely continuous with respect to fx then v(CÇK)) is continuous function of\.
COROLLARY. The range of a convex measure is convex.
PROOF. Let <j> and \p be functions in i£(/x, E -F) and K(fx, F-E) respectively; write C(X) ~(Er\F)U{x:<l>(x) <l-\}KJ{x:\j/(x) <X}. The relations (i) are an immediate consequence of the definition of C(X) and (iii) follows from Lemma 3. The relation (ii) is proved by the following chain of equations.
is non-negative and purely non-atomic and if each / x»-(Ki^N) is absolutely continuous with respect to its predecessor then /x is convex.
PROOF. In view of Lemma 2 it is sufficient to prove that /x is semiconvex. For JV= 1 this is clear. 6 Suppose now (in case N> 1) that the (iV-1)-dimensional measure /x' = (/xi> • • • » Mtf-i) xs convex; it follows from the hypotheses that the (one-dimensional) measure v' -IXN is absolutely continuous with respect to it. Any measurable set E contains a measurable set E 0 such that fx'(Eo)=*ix'(E)/2;
there is nothing to prove; in the contrary case it may be assumed that v' (E 0 
)<v'(E)/2 and P'(FO)>V'(E)/2.
Lemma 4 applied to /x', v\ £o, Fo in place of /x, v, JE, F yields the existence of a number X, O^Xgl, such that v'(CÇK))-v f (E)/2 and M'(C(X)) m (1 -X)M' CEo) + X//(Fo)
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It follows that /X(C(X))=M(£)/2, and consequently the inductive proof of Lemma 5 is complete.
LEMMA 6. A purely non-atomic non-negative measure is convex.
is purely non-atomic, write /x/ =2^=<Mn. Since /X' = (MI > • * * > Mi/) satisfies the conditions of Lemma S, /x' is convex. Let T be the inverse of the linear transformation which carried ix into /A', / X = 7/x'. From the linearity of T and the semi-convexity of [x 1 it follows that /x is semi-convex and hence convex. PROOF. Let L be a real linear function on the value space of fx such that n= {£:£(£) =X} for some real number X. The fact that II supports R can be expressed (after a suitable choice of signs) by the relation X=inf {L(fx(E)):EÇ,S}. Since a numerical measure always assumes its minimum there exists a measurable set E for which L(jx(E)) =X; for this £, clearly, /x(£) G-RHII. 
PROOF. If £=MU), write ix'(E)~ix{E-A)-ix{Er\A).
A trivial calculation shows that for every measurable set E, ix '(E) 
=ix((E-A) KJ(A-E))-£ (so that R'CR-£), and tx(E)-Ç=ix'((E-A) \J(A -£)) (so that R -ÇC.R').
If /x is convex and E is any measurable set, let -FL and F+ be measurable subsets of E -A and EC\A respectively such that fx(FJ) »/*(E-.4)/2 and fx(F+) ~ix(Er\A)/2. The equation n'(FJUF+) »/z'(£)/2 implies that M' is semi-convex and hence convex. If R is one-dimensional then JA(E) =JUOCE)£> where /*o is a numerical measure and £ is a vector, and the result is clear. Assume next, inductively, that N>1 and that the result is known whenever the dimension of R is not greater than N-1. The proof of closure will be carried out by showing that ~RniLQR for every supporting plane Ilof R.
• This lemma and its proof are given in LiapounofPs first paper, cited in footnote 1.
Since, by Lemma 8, II meets R in at least one point £, and since, by Lemma 9, jR -£ is also the range of a convex measure (and is supported at the origin by II -£), there is no loss of generality in assuming that II contains the origin. Let L be a linear function such that n= {£:£(£) =0} and inf {L(n(E)):E£S} = 0; then the function v, defined by v(E) =£(/*(£)), is a non-negative numerical measure. Let £0 be a measurable set such that P(JEO)=0 and that the measure pr, defined by ix^(E) =/*(£ -JS 0 ), is absolutely continuous with respect to v. T~l it may be assumed that jti itself has the absolute continuity property. It follows that any atom of each coordinate is an atom of all others. If Y is the union of the (at most countably many) common atoms and Z = X-F, and if /*'(£) =/i(EAF) and /*"(£) ~v(Er\Z) then \x f is purely atomic and /*" is purely non-atomic. The range R of fx is the vector sum of the respective ranges R' and R" of fx f and n". The range R" is closed by Lemmas 7 and 10; the proof of Lemma 3 of my preceding paper (cited in footnote 3) applies without any change to prove that R' is closed. Since the vector sum of two compact sets is compact the proof of Lemma 11 is complete.
The proof of Lemma 7 shows that the range of an arbitrary (not necessarily non-negative) iV-dimensional measure is the vector sum of 2 N sets each of which may be shown to be closed by Lemma 11. The preceding results may, accordingly, be summed up as follows.
THEOREM. The range of every measure is closed; the range of every purely non-atomic measure is convex.
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